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Figure 2: Applying the optional 
UHMW tape. (Traveller body not 
shown for clarity.)
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Figure 1:  Setting up the 6" traveller.
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6" Traveller  05J65.09 6" Traveller 05J65.09

The Veritas® 6" Traveller makes it straightforward to use the Veritas  Plunge Base 
for Rotary Tools (05J65.01) alongside the Veritas 30" or 52" Power Tool Guides 
(05J50.12 and 05J50.03, respectively). The traveller increases the speed, accuracy  
and safety of long cuts made with a rotary tool, such as when routing a groove for 
narrow stringing or adding fine decorative details with 1/8" shanked molding bits. 

Remove the fence arm/guide body assembly from the Veritas Fence and Center 
Kit (05J65.03), slide the traveller to the approximate position on the fence rods, as 
shown in Figure 1, and tighten the locking knobs. If desired, you can use the optional 
precision adjuster (05J65.05) to fine-tune the settings. Hook the traveller within the 
rails on either side of the tool guide.
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The optional UHMW tape may be applied to the traveller to reduce the play between 
the guide and the traveller, providing smooth operation.

To apply the UHMW tape:

1. Remove the tape backing and stick it
to the inner hook of the traveller as 
illustrated in Figure 2. Be sure that it
is well awdhered.

2. Fold the remaining tape over the hook 
and push the hook into the mating
slot in the guide. Slide the traveller 
back and forth to ensure that the tape 
is firmly bonded. 

3. Trim off the excess.
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